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Abstract—This paper reports on security concerns in the E-voting used for the election of village heads. Analysis of the system and server uses two different tools to determine the accuracy of scanning vulnerabilities based on the OWASP Framework. We reported that the results of the scanning using the ZAP tool got vulnerability information with the following risk level, one high level, three medium levels, and eleven low levels. The Arachni tool got vulnerability information with the following risk level, one high level, three medium levels, and two low levels. ZAP has a more complex vulnerability view than Arachni. Fatal findings on E-voting in this E-voting system is XSS, which impact clients, which can be exploited by attackers to bypass security. Directory Traversal allows attackers to access directories, and can execute commands outside of the web server’s base directory. Cyber Hiscox Readiness report in 2018 in several European countries such as The United States, Britain, Germany, Spain, and the Netherlands, that the Attackers target through the most vulnerable security holes such as injection, Broken Authentication, Sensitive Data Exposure, XXE, Merged, Security Misconfiguration, XSS, Insecure Deserialization, Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities, Insufficient Logging, and Monitoring. The purpose of cyberattacks alone can threaten the stability of the country and disturb other factors. E-voting, as part of an electronic government system, needs to be audited in terms of security, which can cause the system to disrupt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of information technology is used to replace previous habits that have not been computerizing. E-voting is a web-based technology that can be utilized by the government in carrying out election activities [1] [2] [3]. The implementation of E-voting in government can have a severe impact if it is not ready to respond to cyber-attacks [4] [5] [6]. Fig. 1 shows cyberspace statistics that, on average, there are millions of data breaches, and that dangerous attacks continue to increase. On average, 73% of businesses are not ready to respond to cyber-attacks is by the 2018 Cyber Hiscox Readiness Report⁷.

The United States, Britain, Germany, Spain, and the Netherlands found that most organizations were not prepared and would be severely affected by cyber-attacks [7].

OWASP TOP 10 2017³ explains ten application security risks, as in Fig. 2. Zed Attack Proxy⁴ (ZAP) from OWASP is one of the most popular free security scanning tools in the world and is actively managed by hundreds of international volunteers. ZAP can automatically scan for security vulnerabilities in web applications when they are developed and tested. ZAP is a reliable tool for experienced penetration testers to be used as automatic safety testing tools [8][9].

In addition to explaining application security risks, OWASP Top 10 is a Guide for developers and security teams to control weaknesses in web applications that are vulnerable to attack and to anticipate. These various vulnerabilities make it easy for intruders to embed malware, search for data, or completely take over the site [10].

Even though the web server is physically protected, web applications that run in the environment are not protected from attacks through computer networks. The attacks referred to according to OWASP Top 10-2017 among other things, Injection Weaknesses such as SQL injection⁵, NoSQL⁶, OS⁷, and LDAP⁸ are caused when fake data is sent to the server as part of the order [11].

Broken Authentication is an application function related to authentication and sessions misapplied so that an attacker can ignore passwords, tokens, and exploit weaknesses as other implementations to use the identity of other users [12].

---

¹https://github.com/pradavanraharja/ta_dup
³https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page
⁴https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Zed_Attack_Proxy_Project
⁵https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection
⁶https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL
⁷https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_system
Sensitive Data Exposure is a matter related to web applications and the Application Programming Interface (API)\(^9\). It does not protect sensitive data accurately, such as financial, health, and personally identifiable information (PII). Rescue can be done, or change data is protected, but some are protected, so it is necessary to remove from credit cards, identity protection, and other crimes [13]. This sensitive data is not well protected because it is not encrypted when there is an exchange of data with the browser [14]. XML External Entities (XEE) are XML\(^{10}\) documents that are outdated or not properly configured to be an attacker reference. Attackers can uncover internal files using URI Handler documents, internal file shares, internal port scanning, remote code execution and Denial of Service (DoS) attack.

Broken Access Control is a limitation of the actions that can be performed by authenticated users that are often misused. Attackers can exploit this weakness to access unauthorized functionality and data, such as accessing other users, viewing sensitive documents, modifying other users' data, and changing access rights [15]. Security Misconfiguration is the most commonly seen problem. Generally, it is the result of default configuration that is not safe, incomplete or ad hoc configuration, open cloud storage, configuration errors in the HTTP header, and error messages that contain sensitive information [16].

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) can occur when an application is inserted fake data on a web page without validation or can update web pages with data entered through a browser, resulting in resulting HTML and Javascript. XSS is used by attackers to execute scripts in victim browsers that can hijack when accessed, delete the web, or redirect users to malicious sites [17]. Insecure Deserialization can cause remote code execution, even if insecure deserialization can be used to carry out attacks, including replay attacks, injection attacks, and privilege escalation attacks [18].

Using components with known vulnerabilities includes components, libraries, frameworks, and other software modules. If a component is vulnerable to exploitation, attacks like that have an impact on data loss or server takeover. The application and API use components with known vulnerabilities, thus damaging the application's defence and activating various attacks [19]. Insufficient logging and monitoring that is incomplete and ineffective with the incident response so that the attacker can carry out further attacks for maintaining position, expand attacks on the system, damage, extract, and destroy data. Research reports that approved for more than 200 days are usually known or detected from the private sector or monitoring [20].

ZAP is a tool that implements the OWASP Top 10 method with the main features of Intercepting Proxy, Automated Scanner, Passive Scanner, Brute Force Scanner, Spider, Fuzzer, Port Scanner, Dynamic SSL Certificate, API,
This research focuses on preventing attacks targeting web applications, servers, and artefacts related to vulnerability analysis in the E-voting tested concerning source code, libraries, folders, encryption, and web interfaces. The aim is to find out the possibility of an attack [23].

The graph in Fig. 3 shows that “exploitation of security misconfiguration” is 11%, and “Exploitation of software vulnerability” is 5%, including eight primary enemy targets [24]. The following can be a source of problems in security devices and is a challenge for practitioners to provide appropriate solutions and assistance to find out the source of problems, treatment, prevention, and repair, OWASP Top 10 is the best choice.

ZAP, as a testing tool designed explicitly for installing web applications, ZAP is known as a main-in-middle proxy. ZAP works between the browser tester and the web application so that it can intercept and read messages sent between the browser and the web application, manage the content needed, and can install packages to the destination we can see in Fig. 4 [25].

The functionality provided by ZAP for various levels ranging from Developers and Security Testing Specialists [26]. The results received by the tester are in the form of reports from ZAP in the form of HTML and XML files. In ZAP Scanning Report consists of Summary of Alerts, which are grouping in certain levels along with the amount.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This paper consists of two parts: Risk rating study based on OWASP on E-voting and comparison of reporting results from ZAP and Arachni.

A. Risk Rating

Currently, finding a vulnerability to be necessary, but being able to estimate risks associated with the business is equally important. One can identify security problems in architecture or design using threat modelling. Someone has the possibility of finding security problems using source code or penetration testing, and problems not yet found until the application is in production and entirely compromised.

This method might be used to estimate the severity of all risks to the web application and make decisions based on information about what to do with those risks. Reviewing the ranking of risks to the system will save time and eliminate polemics about priorities. The results of research on web applications are not affected by small risks, and more significant risks not known with certainty.

As shown in Table I, explained that in this step, the likelihood estimation and impact estimation are combined to calculate the overall severity of this risk. It is finding out if the likelihood is low, medium, or high and then doing the same for impact. Scale 0 to 9 into three parts. Ideally, there will be a universal risk assessment system that will accurately estimate all risks for all organizations. However, vulnerabilities that are very important for one organization may not be too significant for another. So the basic framework presented here is for specific organizations [27].

B. OWASP Top 10-2017

OWASP Top 10-2017 is an update of OWASP as an open-source community dedicated as an organization that develops, funding, maintains applications and APIs. The benefits of OWASP (1) Tools and application security standards, (2) Complete books on application security testing, (3) code of development, and safe code review (4) Presentations and videos, (5) Cheat sheets on many general topics, (6) Control and standard security libraries, (7) local chapters around the world, (8) Leading research, (9) Extensive conferences around the world, (10) Lists of correspondence [28].

C. Architecture of Networks

The network architecture applied in this research consists of a web server acting as an E-voting server and a client acting as a Vulnerability Scanner, and there is a ZAP Application. Both the server and client use the Windows 10 operating system. The network architecture in Fig. 5 is a network architecture that simulates vulnerability scanning activities on the e-voting server to obtain important information related to vulnerabilities on the server and web application.
TABLE I. RISK LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood and Impact Levels</th>
<th>0 to &lt;3</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 to &lt;6</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 to 9</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram of system components: Database, E-voting Server, Switch, Tester Computer, Web]

Fig. 5. NIST Methodology.

D. Methodology

The method used in this research is the forensic method based on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with the forensic stages of acquisition, inspection, utilization, and review, as described in Fig. 6 [29][30][31].

NIST is the organization responsible for developing minimum standards, guidelines, and requirements to provide adequate information security for all assets and parties with digital forensic competencies [32].

1) Acquisition: The first step in the research process is to identify the source of the data, the phase of data acquisition related to a particular event that will be identified, collected, and protected. Table II shows the equipment and material requirements needed.

2) Examination: The data obtained in the next phase is to examine the data, identify, collect, and organize relevant information from the data obtained. This phase can also involve bypassing or mitigating operating system or application features that obscure data and code, such as data compression, encryption, and access control mechanisms. It is a testing phase of appropriate tools and techniques for the types of data collected during the first phase to identify and analyse relevant information from the data obtained.

3) Utilization: The utilization of data is the process of preparing and presenting information generated from the inspection stage. Many factors influence data utilization, including data reduction, alternative explanations, audience considerations, and actionable information. The final phase, which involves the reporting process and practice in the context of current events to identify policy deficiencies, then procedural errors, and other problems that need to be corrected.

To identify each computer in the network, in this research we provide 192.168.130.0 networks on two computers as shown in Table III.

![Diagram of reporting process: Aquisitions -> Examination -> Utilization -> Review]

Fig. 6. NIST Methodology.

TABLE II. EQUIPMENT FOR SUPPORT VULNERABILITY SCANNING PROCESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-voting Computer Server</td>
<td>Intel Pentium CPU, 4GB RAM, SSD 128GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Computer Tester</td>
<td>Intel i5 CPU, 12 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Apache Web Server</td>
<td>Version 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MySQL database</td>
<td>Version 10.1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Tp-link TL-SG1005D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZAP</td>
<td>Version 2.8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Arachni Framework</td>
<td>Version 1.5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Arachni WebUI</td>
<td>Version 0.5.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. SERVER, TESTER’S COMPUTER AND IP ADDRESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>IP Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-voting Server (Windows 10)</td>
<td>192.168.130.248 (static)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Computer Tester (Windows 10)</td>
<td>192.168.130.90 (dynamic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 explains the reporting process on vulnerability scanner tools [33]:

a) The tester runs penetration testing tools.
b) Design API report on Penetration testing tools.
c) APIs Report inserted in Penetration testing tools.
d) Penetration testing tools produce XML documents.
e) XML documents and Report APIs are combined to produce formatted reports.

4) Review: The analysis is repeated to improve the process and practice in the context of the current task to help with policy problems, procedural problems, and other problems that need fixing. Regular updating of skills through courses, workplace experience, and academic resources helps ensure that the person performing the data analysis follows technology developments and rapidly changing job responsibilities. Regular reviews of policies and procedures also help to ensure that organizations stay abreast of the latest technology and change laws or rules.
III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Based on the results of the research and analysis carried out, there are criteria scanning analysis as a parameter to explain the expected results related to the most critical web application security risks in Table IV.

Identifying and analysing the vulnerability scanning process from this research can following steps will be taken to obtain results in the form of digital evidence as reports from ZAP and Arachni vulnerability scanning tools.

A. Acquisition

The acquisition of this research is to run a vulnerability scanner on the client to obtain vulnerabilities on the E-voting web server. In Fig. 8, we can see that the E-voting scan on the web server is ready to work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Severity Level</th>
<th>Vulnerability Parameters</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Cross-Site Scripting XSS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Source code disclosure / Application Error Disclosure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Common Directory / Directory Browsing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Missing 'X-Frame-Options' header / X-Frame Options Header Not Set</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Reporting Process on Vulnerability Scanning Tools.

Fig. 8. Automated Scan Facilities.

Automated Scan

This screen allows you to launch an automated scan against an application - just enter its URL below and press 'Attack'.

Please be aware that you should only attack applications that you have been specifically been given permission to test.
Requirements must be worked out in preparation for this research.

1) All major components (Apache\textsuperscript{11}, MySQL\textsuperscript{12}, and web application\textsuperscript{13}) in XAMPP\textsuperscript{14} are ready to be scanned on the Server Computer.

2) All components of XAMPP is working on the server.

3) Vulnerability scanner installed on a computer.

   a) ZAP and Arachni must load the Web Application URL as a target before scanning.

   b) Then carry out scanning execution automatically by pressing the Attack button, so this application scans the target.

4) Finally, get a report from the vulnerability scanner.

The acquisition uses a vulnerability scanner as proof that it is scanning the target for the IP address by showing hexadecimal and the text in Fig. 9.

As shown in Fig. 10, when the scan is in progress, it can be seen in the Active Scan section with valuable information in the form of Request Timestamp, Response Timestamp, methods, and URL.

Depending on the device and server computer, this scanning process takes 15 minutes using ZAP, then 1 hour and 45 minutes using Arachni, because other factors influence this process. After finished scanning the server, the next step is to collect evidence and reports from Arachni as a vulnerability scanning tool, then the entire acquisition process using ZAP and Arachni is finished, we then proceed to the inspection process.

B. Examination

Previously we have made an acquisition, then an examination of the results of the acquisition will be carried out on both the vulnerability scanner and the application.

1) Examination of the results of the acquisition by scanning using ZAP has obtained reports. In this research, ZAP has conducted scanning for vulnerability to E-voting without constraints. The inspection process using ZAP can be measured because we can do the same thing in using other vulnerability scanning tools. ZAP scanning measures the level of vulnerability that exists in E-voting and application.

Fig. 11 explains ZAP has obtained and collected the results as evidence of response messages that come from scanning the Application, so the scanning process using ZAP will explain to us about valuable information relating to vulnerabilities.

2) Arachni reports as a whole that recorded on the results of the webservice scan with a report explaining starting from the base URL to the web application directory in Fig. 12.

The scan produced by Arachni is known to be the response message that comes from scanning the entire web server and web application. So it requires a re-examination of the scan results. However, the results reported by Arachni are relatively the same as ZAP.

C. Utilization

ZAP and Arachni scanners utilize response messages from the application in the form of reports that are easy to use. So in the process of utilization, we also get the convenience of the tools provided by exploring the Desktop Application interface on ZAP and WebUI on Arachni by merely clicking on the menu button available. This step will also provide appropriate information from both vulnerability scanning tools.

1) Utilization of ZAP: ZAP used to scan has many categories of results of the scan that have a level of risk in the results of the scan, one of its features is the ZAP Scanning Report, where ZAP can obtain classified evidence so that practitioners can utilize the information provided by ZAP Scanning Report. In this research, we can obtain vulnerability information that has classified and use it through this facility.

As shown in Fig. 13 shows the reporting results of the investigation results from ZAP. However, as we can see, the source comes from web applications and server computers with file extensions, and IP addresses http://192.168.130.248/ta_dup/in more detail.

2) Utilization of Arachni: Using Arachni can report the results of the scan, the scan results extracted, and risk levels have arranged in Fig. 14. Similar to ZAP, Arachni also explained the scan results in the form of IP address and direction.

D. Review

We have conducted investigations including acquisition, examination, utilization, and then the final step is to conduct a review. ZAP and Arachni have successfully obtained digital evidence using scanning through a computer network. Evidence in the form of reports obtained from a vulnerability scanner and then carried out an analysis, the details of the report contain descriptions, URLs, methods, parameters, information, and evidence.

\textsuperscript{11} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_HTTP_Server

\textsuperscript{12} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MySQL

\textsuperscript{13} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application

\textsuperscript{14} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XAMPP
Fig. 9. Request Scan in Hexadecimal and Text Form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Req. Timestamp</th>
<th>Resp. Timestamp</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 10. Progress of Scanning.

Fig. 11. ZAP Scan Report.

Fig. 12. Arachni Scan Report.
IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research that has reviewed, ZAP and Arachni completed the scanning and analysis of reports that were measured and run through the client's computer. ZAP and Arachni managed to get evidence in the form of descriptions, URLs, methods, parameters, information, and evidence: (1) 1 high level in ZAP & 1 high level in Arachni, (2) 4 medium levels in ZAP & 3 medium levels on Arachni, (3) 11 low levels in ZAP & 2 low levels in Arachni. We hope that ZAP and Arachni can be developed to identify digital evidence of vulnerabilities in mobile applications.
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